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Vice President, Italian Society for International Organization - SIOI
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10.30 - 13.30 Session 1 “Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation: Strengthening Treaty Obligations”

Chair
NATALINO RONZITTI
LUISS Università Guido Carli

Discussants
DIAMCHID MOMTAZ
University of Tehran

MARCO ROSCINI
University of Westminster

Speakers Seconda Università di Napoli

NPT Limitations: International Law in Support of Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation
IDA CARACCIOLIO

The European Union Role in Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation
FRANCESCA GRAZIANI

Towards a Denuclearized World. Is the Mediterranean Area Eligible?
ALDO AMIRANTE

Light and Shadow of the NPT System: The Iranian Case as a Paradigm
SILVIA ANGIOI

Interventions - Discussion

13.30 - 15.00 Buffet Lunch

15.00 - 18.00 Session 2 “Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation: Strengthening IAEA Safeguards”

Chair
JONATHAN BLACK-BRANCH
University of Bedfordshire

Discussants
LAURA ROCKWOOD
Principal Legal Officer, IAEA

SONIA DROBSZ
Legal Officer, VERTIC

Speakers Università di Napoli “Federico II”

IAEA Verification Regime in the Contemporary International Legal Framework
TALITHA VASSALLI DI DACHENHAUSEN

USA 123 Bilateral Agreements: Obstacle or Support to IAEA Verification System?
ANNA DI LIETO

IAEA - CTBTO - OPCW Cooperation: A Chance to Reinforcement of IAEA Safeguards
RITA MAZZA

Intelligence Collection in the IAEA Safeguards Implementation
PIERLUIGI SALVATI

Interventions - Discussion

26 October

9.30 - 13.00 Session 3 “Strengthening Legal Obligations against Nuclear Proliferation by Non-State Actors”

Chair
COSIMO RISI
Ambassador, Italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs

Discussants
DIETER FLECK
Honorary President, International Society for Military Law and the Law of War

SERGE SUR
Université Panthéon-Assas

Speakers Università di Milano

Problems and Issues Related to the UN Security Council’s Role
MARCO PEDRAZZI

Protecting Nuclear Material: Merits and Demerits of the CPPNM (and its Amendment)
GABRIELLA VENTURINI

Curbing Illicit Trafficking in Nuclear and Related Materials. Challenges to Proliferation
CHRISTIAN PONTI

The European Union, Non-Proliferation and Non-State Actors
ERICA BRANDOLINO

Interventions - Discussion

Closing Speech
IDA CARACCIOLIO

13.00 - 14.00 Buffet Lunch